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Inflow and infiltration can cause sanitary sewer overflows and other problems
for property owners, municipalities and Metro Vancouver.
What is inflow and infiltration?

Why is it a problem?

Sanitary sewers are designed to carry sanitary wastewater
that is flushed down toilets or washed down drains in our
homes and businesses.

Rainwater and groundwater take up space that is
intended to handle wastewater from our homes and
businesses, leaving less space in pipes for sanitary flows.
The pipes are designed to carry a small amount of
inflow and infiltration, but in many areas of the region,
the volume of flow exceeds this allowance. Inflow and
infiltration from rainstorms and melting snow cause rapid
increases in flow that can be too much for the pipes
to handle.

Inflow and infiltration is water that gets into sanitary sewer
pipes that should not be there. This includes rainwater
and groundwater that gets in through:
holes or cracks caused by damage, age, or
tree roots

These challenges create problems for:
• Residents and businesses

leaking pipe joints or maintenance hole
covers
roof and foundation drains that are
improperly connected to a property’s sanitary
sewer line
While some inflow and infiltration happens in our
municipal and regional sewers, a large portion comes
from private properties with damaged sanitary sewer lines
or improperly connected roof and foundation drains.

-

Sewer backups and basement flooding

• Municipalities and Metro Vancouver
- Less capacity in sewer pipes for community growth
- Increased costs to pump and treat large amounts of
diluted wastewater
- Overloaded sanitary sewers and wastewater
treatment plants
- Sanitary sewer overflows into the environment

A little inflow and infiltration from individual properties might not seem like a big deal, but it can add up
quickly to create serious problems downstream.

Where is it happening in the region?

What is Metro Vancouver doing about it?

Factors like the age of buildings and sewer pipes,
historical construction practices, and soil and drainage
conditions can affect levels of inflow and infiltration.

We’re working with municipalities to reduce inflow and
infiltration by:

In Metro Vancouver, levels vary widely throughout the
region and even between neighbourhoods in the same
municipality. We have flow data for some communities,
but not for others. Work to gather data and identify
problem areas is ongoing.
Using 2019 flow data, neighbourhoods with high levels of
inflow and infiltration were identified in:
• Burnaby

• Coquitlam

• Delta

• Langley (City)

• Langley (Township)

• Maple Ridge

• North Vancouver (City)

• North Vancouver (District)

• Pitt Meadows

• Port Coquitlam

• Port Moody

• Richmond

• Surrey

• West Vancouver

• White Rock

Our wastewater system is everyone’s
responsibility:
• Private property owners – responsible for
maintaining the sanitary sewer lines connecting
houses and buildings to the municipal sanitary
system and making sure roof and foundation drains
are properly connected
• Municipalities – responsible for operation and
maintenance of sanitary sewer collection systems
and storm water management
• Metro Vancouver – responsible for operation and
maintenance of regional sewers and the wastewater
treatment plants that treat our wastewater

Incorporating reduction targets and strategies
into regional liquid waste and resource
management planning, including wet weather
costing to better allocate costs to those
contributing to the problem
Helping to identify neighbourhoods with high
levels of inflow and infiltration
Establishing technical committees including
Metro Vancouver and municipal staff to work
towards solutions in high inflow and infiltration
neighbourhoods
Exploring ways to encourage fixing problems
on private properties

Planning for infrastructure upgrades and
maintenance to prevent future sewer overflows
To learn more about sewer overflows and the measures
Metro Vancouver is taking to address them, please visit
metrovancouver.org and search “sewer overflows.”

What can you do?
To reduce inflow and infiltration and help prevent sewer
backups and basement flooding on your property:
Have your pipes inspected with a camera by
a plumber or drainage specialist at least once
a decade.

Fix or replace old or damaged pipes.
If you live in a neighbourhood with separated
sewers, and your roof and foundation drains
are improperly connected to your sanitary
sewer line, contact a plumbing or drainage
professional about having these drains
rerouted to the storm sewer.
Some older neighbourhoods may still have
combined sewers that carry both stormwater
and sanitary wastewater in a single pipe.
Avoid planting water-loving trees or shrubs on
top of your sewer line or drain pipes.

The only things that are okay to flush down the toilet are
pee, poo and toilet paper. Anything else wreaks havoc on
our sewer system.

Contact us
Metro Vancouver Information Centre:
604-432-6200 (Monday to Friday from 8 am to 4:30 pm)
icentre@metrovancouver.org (Please include ‘inflow and
infiltration’ in the subject line)

Metro Vancouver, municipalities, and private property
owners all have a part to play in reducing inflow and
infiltration to protect sewer infrastructure, human health
and the environment.

